
Practicum #2
Heart’s Code
April 3, 2013

My Outcomes:

You will learn and experience the true value, strength, and 
towering power of your heart and all the hearts around you.

1.

Identify when you are in your brain and when you are in your 
heart.  Know what part of your reality comes from where.

2.

Create the road map that will allow you to go to your heart 
state on command – and KNOW who is driving!

3.

When you wake up tomorrow morning, you will experience a 
different day because you are truly awakened to the power of 
your heart. 

4.

Know what you will say/ do/ think/ feel differently as s result of 
this book and this class.

5.

Have an amazing experience listening to Sarah Hassel.6.

-From (1 – 10) how powerful is your heart in your life? _____  _____

-From (1 – 10) how much do you listen to your heart? _____  _____

-Which is more powerful for you, your heart or brain? _____  _____

-Take one finger (dominant hand) and point to you!  What did you point 

out?

What are your questions from NLP book?  I HOPE that you have 
continued your growth there/ doing exercises/ etc.

What questions do you have from reading “Heart’s Code?”  
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You are the only person alive who has sole custody of your life… 
Your entire life…Not just the life of your mind, but the life of your heart.   Not 
just your bank 
account, but your soul.

- Anna Quindlen

And now here is my secret, a very simple secret; it is only with the heart 
that one can see rightly; what is essential is invisible to the eye.

- Antoine de Saint-Exupery

The heart has reasons that reason does not understand.

- Jacques Benigne Bossuel

There is a road from the eye to heart that does not go through the intellect.

                                           - G. K. Chesterton

The logic of the heart is absurd.

                                         - Julie de Lespinasse

One of his students asked Buddha, "Are you the messiah?"

"No." answered Buddha.

"Then are you a healer?"

"No." Buddha replied.

"Then are you a teacher?" the student persisted.

"No, I am not a teacher."

"Then, what are you?" asked the exasperated student.

'I am awake." Buddha replied.

I am often asked, “What is heart mathematics?”
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I am often asked, “What is heart mathematics?”

What is “energy cardiology?”  (Forward)

When Gary was a professor of psychology and psychiatry at 
Yale University in the early 80s, he unexpectedly discovered  the 
logic of “systemic memory mechanism” (an explanation for how 
atoms, cells, and organs such as a heart naturally store coded 
information)

Pearsall coined “cardio-energetics” and “L-energy.”

Simple physics tell us that energy and information leave the 
body and go out into space.  It reaches our loved ones and our 
pets and plants, it extends to the sky, and yes, logically, the EMF 
expands into the vacuum of space at the speed of light!

There is a great metaphor in the forward: the heart is the sun, 
the pulsing, energetic center of our biophysical “solar” system, 
and the brain is the earth.  Therefore, energetically, does the 
brain revolve around the heart, or the heart around the brain?

Is this information metaphorical, or is it real?  Is the heart 
coded memories, viewed as an intelligence center, not just a 
muscle- pulsing pump...  And if you answer yes… Began to 
ponder the implications of how you live your life, make your 
decisions, negotiate your fears, etc.
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decisions, negotiate your fears, etc.

Dr. Pert’s theories on neuropeptides as the key to our emotional 
experience is the equivalent of tiny “bits of our brain” floating all 
over the body… Is the heart the crucial info-energetic 
communications device?

There is a great line of logic with accepting or not accepting 
this information versus articulating “it is hard to understand.”

Important theories to understand:

1.  Energy and information are the same thing.  Everything 
that exists has energy, energy is full of information, and stored 
info-energy is what makes up cellular memories.

2.  What we call mind, consciousness, or our intentions are 
really manifestations of information-containing energy.

3.  The heart is a primary generator of info-energy.

4.  Because we’re manifestations of the info-energy coming to, 
flowing within, and constantly being sent out from our total 
cellular system, who we are is a physical representation of the 
recovered set of cellular memories.

Your anecdotal experiences and beliefs.

Ancient and indigenous people

Heart transplant recipients (I have a real treat for you 
tonight!)



Do you need evidence?
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Ancient and indigenous people

Heart transplant recipients (I have a real treat for you 
tonight!)



Quantum and New Age theories and research

Talk to me about your understanding of “constant cognitive 
chatter” (the brain is afraid of cognitive darkness/the brain is so 
protective and territorial/the brain is primarily designed as a 
reactive health maintenance system, not a contemplative 
feeling system/ our more rational higher brain is often taken 
hostage by the hypersensitive lower brain.

Did you take the Heart Energy Amplitude Recognition Test?  
How have you processed this content? 

5 brain fallacies:

The outside world is working against us.  1.

2.  Victimization (chronic blaming/avoiding guilt)

3.  Hard work always pays off

4.  I can change people.

5.  Frustration means aggression
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Currently, there are 4 accepted general categories of energy: 
gravity, electromagnetic, strong and weak nuclear energy...  Is 
there a 5th?

The PEAR program

If  E = mc2..  Can information be substituted for E?

A cardio-energetic portrait of the heart:  (page 72)

1.  The heart is our most powerful organ.

2.  The heart responds directly to the environment.

3.  The heart is a conductor of the energy of the body’s cells.

4.  The heart is a dynamic system.

5.  The heart is the body’s primary organizing force.

6.  The heart resonates with information-containing energy

7.  The heart is the body system’s core.

8.  The heart “speaks” and sends information.

9.  All parts exchanged information with other hearts and brains.

10 transplanted hearts come with their own info-energetic 
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10 transplanted hearts come with their own info-energetic 
cellular memories.

TIY insert:  what if the heart you got is coded for depression.  
Can you change it?   What are they greater implications for you 
attending this course??

18 characteristics of cardio-sensitives.  (Page 95)

1.  A feminine point of view.

2.  Open-minded.

3.  Body aware

4.  Music lover.

5.  Highly creative.

6.  Environmentally sensitive.

7.  Good visualization ability.  (TIY insert-all 5 senses)

8.  Psychic-sensitive.

9.  Dependent.  (Very trusting independent on others, and very 
sensitive to others’ views of them.)

10.  Compulsive.  (Self-critical as well.)
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11.  Unresolved grief.

12.  Animal loving.

13.  Climate sensitive.

14.  Involved.

15.  Dreamer.

16.  Sensual.

17.  Ectomorphic. (slender, narrow faces, underweight)

18.  “Flow-er” more than fighter

Commentary from the EQ book/Daniel Goleman

Sociobiologists point to the preeminence of heart over head at 
such crucial moments when they conjecture about why 
evolution is given in motion such a central role in the human 
psyche.  Our emotions, they say, guide us in facing 
predicaments and tasks to importantly to the intellect alone –
danger, painful loss, persisting toward a goal despite 
frustrations, bonding with inmate, building a family…

While our emotions and wise guidance in the evolutionary long 
run, the new realities civilization presents have arisen with such 
rapidity that the slow march of evolution cannot keep up, 
indeed the 1st laws and proclamation of ethics: the code of 
Hammarabi, the 10 Commandments, the edicts of Emperor 
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Hammarabi, the 10 Commandments, the edicts of Emperor 
Ashoka… Getting that his attempts to harness, subdue, and 
domesticate “emotional life.”  As Freud described in… Society 
has had to enforce from without rules meant to subdue type of 
emotional excess that surge to freely within.

Why is science so down on emotions/ heart.. and so enamored 
with the brain/ rational analysis?  

Atlantis v. Lemuria

Sarah Hassel presentation.

What did you learn about YOU from her presentation?
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________

  
Simple physics says that energy and information leave the body through 
electromagnetic transmission and that others receive it.  What are the 
implications for your life of this simple but powerful truth?

______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
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______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________

If Dr Pearsall’s heart spoke to him prior to cancer… and Sarah’s did… 
and still does… what does yours say to you?
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________

Is your soul, in part, equal to information energy memories? 

If a transplant can recover memories from it former owner, what can be 
“recovered” from yours?
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________

One hundred years ago, we thought bacteria were a ridiculous notion.  
One hundred years from today, what will we consider ridiculous from the 
cultural belief systems currently in powerful play?
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________
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______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________

What does a “sentient” heart mean?   o

How does your brain process this question?o

What part of your integration process right now is from what 
part of you?  For what reason?  What are all the agendas 
taking place right now?

o

______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________

Heart vs. Brain

Heart Brain

No Time Time

Be Do

Constantly connected Constantly vigilant

Joy Fear

Truth Illusion

Too slow Too fast

Life Experience

Soul memories Program

Right Right v wrong

World Self

Feelings Thoughts

Deep, intense emotions Directed feelings

Art Science

No limitation Limitation
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Deep, intense emotions Directed feelings

Art Science

No limitation Limitation

No way Way

Eternal Alive

Spiritual Religious

“Have a bond” “Have a blast”

Optimist Pessimist

Vulnerable Self-protected

Acts Reacts

Intuition Cognition

How do you make others feel? How do you feel?

Us Help Self Help

Orchestra Solo

A-ha –ha-ha A-ha

Feminine Masculine

Cooperation Competition

To go deep into your heart on request (or command?):

Breatheo

Openo

Vulnerableo

Set as an intentiono

Be patiento

Be connectedo

Be pleasanto

Be humbleo

Be gentleo

Be stillo

Be gratefulo

Lighten upo

Shut upo

Resonateo

Feelo

Open even deepero

What will you say/ feel/ think/ do differently tomorrow as a result of this 
book and class?

1.

______________________________________________________________________
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______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
________________________________________

Homework:

Next class: May 8th, ok?

Homework due April 26th

Next book:  WOTSM  AND Dear Lover - two books!  So be sure 
to schedule your reading time accordingly!  (and I really want to 
go deep/ advanced on this!)

Pick 3 questions from our discussion tonight to journal on further.  And 
remember, this is your life… Dig deeply to find the answers for which you 
chose to come here…

1.

The Inevitable You®  is all about enhancing our Greatness – how 
has this book and beginning to apply (or deepen an existing 
application of) changing your life?  Be detailed; be specific

2.

Answer these questions before you read your books.  Base them on 
either your current or previous relationships (whichever are the most 

3.
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either your current or previous relationships (whichever are the most 
recent in place.)  Answer them from your current knowledge and beliefs 

about your current energy (masculine or feminine,) and their dominant 
patterns.  Put the answers in masculine and feminine context!

What caused you to fall in love with your spouse/ significant other?a.

What do you love most about her/ him today?b.

What are the strengths within the marriage/relationship?c.

What would you like to see improved in your spouse?d.

What would you like to see improved in your marriage?e.

Please list the top five beliefs that you have that you feel empower your 
relationship, make it stronger, and helps it through thick and thin.  Please 
don’t focus on the beliefs that you have about your specific partner, but 

rather the global beliefs that you have about marriage.  For instance, “in 
a marriage, your spouse should be your best friend.” Or “In-laws should 
support a marriage and not create problems.”

f.

Please list the top five beliefs that you have that you feel disempowers, 
hinders, or holds back the flow in your relationship.  Examples might be, 
“Eventually, almost all partners will have a fling or a tendency to stray.” 

Or “Arguments are inevitable, winning them is not.”

g.

If you could wave a magic wand and create the most perfect marriage 
possible, what would it look like? Be specific! As an example of what 
you might include: what would you say, what would you feel, what 

would you do, what would you have, what would you not have, what 
would an observer see and say about it, etc…

h.

(You do not have to send this in, but please have it ready, 
we will work with you answers in class.)

Last question:  reading for the first time, or re-readying 
WOTSM... what struck you most this time?  Be detailed; be 
specific...   Make this answer a home run for your 
understanding and consciousness of masculine and 
feminine!

4.

Add these questions post class -

Homework  : what do you choose to do with the dilemma of 
“which is more powerful, your heart or your brain?

Homework  : what does your heart say to you?
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Homework  : what does your heart say to you?

Homework  : take the H.E.A.R.T. test, what is your number?  
____  What meaning do you create from this number?
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